The Global Qualitative Health Research group will be holding a one-day special Interest group meeting at the 12th ICQI (International Congress of qualitative Inquiry).

One-day of sessions will be held before the meeting (Wednesday, May 18th 2016), Thursday (19th) is a day wonderful ICQI workshops, with the Congress opening ceremonies and Keynotes held about 5pm, followed with a barbeque.

Sessions continue Friday and Saturday (May 19th &20th).

GQHR will also host additional sessions running through the conference.

Abstracts due Dec 1, 2015. Details attached.

Wednesdays GQHR meeting will focus on *Critical Issues in Qualitative Inquiry.* Topics may include:

Does the context of health (and illness) related research force the adaptation of qualitative methods?

Is qualitatively-derived mid-range theory clinically useful?

How do and can results of qualitative health research influence health, education, policy, and practice?

Developing partnerships and teamwork in health related qualitative inquiry.

Are practice-based evidence and qualitative inquiry a good fit?

Submit abstracts to the ICWQI conference, marked *FOR GQHR RESEARCH DAY*

To submit an abstract, click the link below:

http://www.icqi.org/home/submission/

To register, click the link below:

http://www.icqi.org/registration/